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Abstract Search speed, quality of resulting paths and the cost of pre-processing are the principle

evaluation metrics of a pathfinding algorithm. In this paper, a new algorithm for grid-based maps,

rectangle expansion A* (REA*), is presented that improves the performance of A* significantly.

REA* explores maps in units of unblocked rectangles. All unnecessary points inside the rectangles

are pruned and boundaries of the rectangles (instead of individual points within those boundaries)

are used as search nodes. This makes the algorithm plot fewer points and have a much shorter open

list than A*. REA* returns jump and grid-optimal path points, but since the line of sight between

jump points is protected by the unblocked rectangles, the resulting path of REA* is usually better

than grid-optimal. The algorithm is entirely online and requires no offline pre-processing. Experi-

mental results for typical benchmark problem sets show that REA* can speed up a highly optimized

A* by an order of magnitude and more while preserving completeness and optimality. This new

algorithm is competitive with other highly successful variants of A*.
� 2016 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of Chinese Society of Aeronautics and

Astronautics. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

18

19 1. Introduction

20 Pathfinding is a basic problem in many domains, particularly
21 robotics, artificial intelligence planning, navigation and com-
22 mercial computer games. A great deal of research has been car-
23 ried out to improve the quality of resulting paths while keeping
24 costs low. The A* algorithm1 is now regarded as the gold stan-
25 dard for search algorithms because of its completeness, opti-

26mality and effectiveness, and many of the current state-of-
27the-art pathfinding algorithms are variants of A*.
28Search speed, quality of resulting paths and cost of pre-
29processing are the main evaluation metrics of a pathfinding
30algorithm. Typical speed enhancements for pathfinding usually
31involve either trading away optimality for speed or offline pre-
32processing. The former makes it difficult to guarantee the qual-
33ity of results. The latter requires extra memory and pre-
34computing time as seen in hierarchical path-finding A*

35(HPA*),2 swamp A*,3 compressed path databases (CPDs),4–7

36subgoal graphs A* (SUB),8 and TRANSIT A*.9–11 Compared
37with exclusively online algorithms, those employing pre-
38processing will usually cause poorer performance in non-
39static environments. On the other hand, algorithms such as
40theta A*,12,13 lazy theta A*,12,14 and A* with post-smoothed
41paths (A* PS)15 try to straighten the path during search or as
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42 part of the post-processing step to obtain better than grid-
43 optimal results and avoid constraining paths to grid edges.
44 This involves expensive visibility tests and sacrifices speed.
45 In this paper a new optimal algorithm, rectangle expansion
46 A* (REA*), is introduced that explores maps units of
47 unblocked rectangles. Without any pre-processing, REA* can
48 speed up a highly optimized A* by an order of magnitude
49 and more on typical benchmark problem sets. REA* executes
50 purely grid-optimal pathfinding, but the additional benefit of
51 rectangle expansion usually makes the final path better than
52 grid-optimal. This paper makes the following contributions:

53 (1) A detailed description of the REA* algorithm for 8-
54 connected grid maps.
55 (2) A theoretical proof for the completeness, optimality of
56 REA* and analysis of its effectiveness.
57 (3) Trade-off measures to further enhance the method.
58 (4) Experimental results of REA* and comparisons with
59 standard A* and some of its highly successful variants.
60

61 2. Related work

62 The concept of eliminating unnecessary symmetry paths on
63 grid maps has been seen in literature in the last few years,
64 and REA* is inspired by some of the recent successes. The idea
65 of improving a path by reducing unnecessary heading changes
66 also benefits REA*.
67 REA* is similar to rectangular symmetry reduction
68 (RSR)16–18 because both divide grid maps into several rectan-
69 gles free of interior obstacles, and all interior nodes of each
70 rectangle will be pruned during path search. However, they
71 are essentially different. RSR replaces interior nodes with a
72 series of macro-edges, and nodes are visited and expanded
73 individually during search. In REA*, each rectangle is oper-
74 ated in as a whole, ignoring all unnecessary interior connec-
75 tions. Outer perimeter nodes, continuously free of obstacles,
76 will be considered ‘‘search nodes”, which means fewer and
77 quicker list operations. What’s more, REA* is carried out
78 entirely online while RSR requires offline pre-processing to
79 divide grid maps into rectangles and assign nodes.
80 Block A*19 is another algorithm that searches using rectan-
81 gles. Information about all possible distances across a block of
82 grid cells (m � n region of nodes) is pre-computed and stored
83 in a new type of database, the local distance database (LDDB).
84 Distances between boundary points are queried from the
85 LDDB during an online A* search. The number of entries in
86 the LDDB increases extremely fast, so the size of blocks can-
87 not be large (no more than 5 � 5 in Ref. 19). Block A* requires
88 to pre-compute the LDDB and, though different LDDBs can
89 be chosen to improve the resulting path, it is only guaranteed
90 to be optimal in 4-connected grid maps.
91 Jump point search (JPS)20,21 is the current state-of-the-art
92 online algorithm. JPS identifies and selectively expands only
93 certain nodes in a grid map called jump points. All intermedi-
94 ate nodes on paths connecting two jump points are never
95 expanded. The algorithm can speed up A* greatly and, just like
96 REA*, returns skipped path points. However, while JPS guar-
97 antees grid-optimal paths, REA* returns paths better than
98 grid-optimal.

99Anya A*22 is a recently proposed algorithm for grid maps
100that uses contiguous sets of nodes in horizontal or vertical lines
101as search nodes. Anya A* expands search nodes from each line
102to a neighboring line with frequent, expensive line-of-sight
103tests while REA* expands search nodes in units of rectangles,
104a much cheaper operation. But, Anya A* offers any-angle opti-
105mal pathfinding that is not artificially constrained to the points
106of a grid.

1073. Rectangle expansion A* algorithm

108A grid map is one of the most popular types of maps used to
109represent realistic terrain in literature. Assuming that (in 8-
110connected grid maps) an agent operates on a grid map with
111obstacles consisting of blocked cells and traversable areas con-
112sisting of unblocked cells, it can move from any unblocked grid
113center to another cardinally or diagonally if both adjacent car-
114dinal directions are unblocked.
115REA* is a variant of standard A*. Pseudo-code of REA* is
116shown in Table 1. The octile distance is used to estimate the
117distance between two cells heuristically. The respective lengths
118of cardinal and diagonal moves are 1 and 1.414. A matrix the
119same size as the map is used to store all the grid points. Point
120(x, y) represents the point at the intersection of xth column and
121yth row in the grid map with (1, 1) as the point in the upper left
122corner. The octile distance between p(x, y) and p0(x0, y0) is:
123

octileðp; p0Þ ¼ 1:414�minðDx;DyÞ þ jDx� Dyj ð1Þ 125125

126where Dx ¼ jx� x0j and Dy ¼ jy� y0j.

127Definition 1. A grid interval I is a set of contiguous points in
128the same row or column of the grid. If all points in I are
129unblocked, I is an unblocked interval. Each interval can be
130defined in terms of its endpoints a and b, written as [a, b].

131Search nodes in REA* are not individual cells in the grid
132map but unblocked intervals of the map. To distinguish them
133from our search nodes, traditional individual grid cells will be
134called cells or points in this paper for simplicity. The key idea
135of REA* is that, when exploring a grid map, REA* doesn’t
136visit individual cells one by one. Instead, a linear search node
137will expand an unblocked rectangle until stopped by obstacle
138cells. Only interior boundary cells of the expanded unblocked
139rectangle will be visited by parent cells from the original search
140node, and unblocked points inside the rectangle will be pruned.
141Then, interior boundaries of the rectangle (except the original

Table 1 REA*() algorithm.

Require: S: the start point, G: the goal point;

1 Initialize();

2: if InsertS() then

3: return ‘‘path is found”;

4: While (Openlist! = £)

5: CBN:= the current best search node;

6: if Expand (CBN) then

7: return ‘‘path is found”;

8: return ‘‘no path is found”;
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